
User Manual of Client Portal



You just need to register via the official website https://www.tudingbus.com, choose the Client Portal, then you can begin your registration process 
through clicking the “Join us right now” button below.
You need to fill in the relevant information, read and click the box of user policy., then click  “Register” to finish the registration.

Registration Guide



Login Guide

You can log in on our official website
https://www.tudingbus.com by clicking the
“Sign in” button in the upper right corner.

You can also go to the Client Portal through 
the homepage of our website and click on the 
“Log in” button.

Or visit the Client Portal directly via website: 
https://supplier.tudingbus.com



Information Maintenance – Email Notification

After you register successfully, 
while waiting for verification, you 
can use all the functions except 
making orders. Our staff will 
contact you within two working 
days to complete verification.

Tudingbus will send you email 
notifications to the address you 
specify based on the status update of 
orders 

You can edit the email address used 
to accept notifications via “Email 
notification” in the left menu bar. 💡Here you can edit the email 

address used to accept notifications.
💡You can also add or delete email 
addresses on this page.



Operation Account Editing

💡Here you can manage the 
operation accounts under your 
company's admin account . You can 
add, delete, or update operation 
account information.

💡You can update the user information by 

button.

💡You can update the user information by 
clicking the corresponding “update” 
button.

⚠ This page can only be 
accessed by your company's 
admin account. The 
accounts created on this 
page are  ordinary accounts. 
If you need to create a new 
admin account, please 
contact our official customer 
service.

💡💡Add

💡💡Delete



Order Creation

💡In “My Order” page you will see 
“Make New Order” button in the 
upper right corner, click it then you  
can start  the order creation. 



Order Edit

Step 1 - Fill in the basic 
group information

Step 2 - check all items 
needed to be covered 
in the quotation

Step 3 – Route editor
Two mode: Quick mode & Pre-mode

Step 4 – Save or Submit
You can click on the upper right button to
submit the order, or not but save as a template.



Route Editor – A. Quick mode

💡You just need to enter the itinerary passing address here and 
select the correct address in the automatically recommended 
address below, then the journey point will be entered successfully.

💡Between the itinerary points, we will 
automatically show the distance for your 
reference. You can choose no bus service 
within this part of journey and choose other 
means of transportation instead.

💡💡You can write down some 
comments as a remark here.

Increase the daily plan 

Delete the daily plan

Delete the detailed travel
coordinate points in each day

Add the detailed 
travel coordinate 
points in each day 



Route Editor – B. Pre-mode

💡During the itinerary, you can edit 
the following information separately:
1. Specific time: You need to select 
the corresponding time in the drop-
down box. This will be the arrival 
time of the vehicle at that point.
2. Type: The type of one itinerary 
point, including hotel, airport, city 
experience, etc.
3. Address: the detailed address of 
this itinerary point
4. Remarks: detailed explanation of 
activities at this itinerary point

💡If you need a more detailed 
planning of your itinerary, you can 
use our Pro-mode. You can switch 
between modes by clicking the 
button above. 
⚠ Your trip information in both 
modes is shared, and editing it in 
either mode will affect the itinerary 
in another mode.

①： Mode switching
②： Show itinerary by date
③： Delete a day in the itinerary
④： Delete a specific place in the 
itinerary
⑤： Add itinerary point



Order Template

💡You can view the 
order templates through 
the “Template” button 
in the left menu bar.

Create order from the template Delete the template



Order Confirmation & Step1
After submission, the order will appear on “My order”. You can click the “view” icon on the left to see the details and manage the order. 

The order will go through three states: Quotation, Pre-confirmed and Reconfirmed : “Quotation” is the state of an order that just been created and is waiting for 
quotations from suppliers, “Pre-confirmed” is the state after you choosing one quotation from suppliers, and “Reconfirmed” is after final confirmation by 
suppliers. (⚠ Every time the state changes, you will be noticed by emails and internal messages, which will help you complete the next step)

You need to follow steps to finally confirm the order:

      Step 1 - Select the appropriate supplier quotation

      Step 2 - Waiting for final order confirmation

      Step 3 - Order final confirmation

💡Step 1 - Select the appropriate supplier quotation
The initial submitted order is in the “Quotation” state, which will appear in the “Unconfirmed TAB” on “My Orders” page. The number appearing on the right in 
status is the number of quotations received so far from suppliers. You can click the icon and select the final supplier you prefer.
You can access to the order list page (seen in next slide) by clicking the “View” icon or by double-clicking the order.
After you select the appropriate quotation, you only need to click “Preconfirm” to complete the quotation phase.



Step 1 - Select the Appropriate Supplier Quotation

💡Details of order 
and itinerary are on 
the left 

💡List of quotations received for this order is on the 
right, which contains the following information:

①Price 
②Tax rate
③Grade of supplier 
④Registration place of supplier
⑤Vehicle type (number of seats) 
⑥Emission standard 
⑦Driver’s master language 
⑧Fees included in the quotation 
⑨Quotation time and quotation update time



💡Once the confirmation is issued, your order will be changed to a “Pre-
confirm” state. The supplier will do the reconfirmation about vehicle 
availability as soon as possible. This normally will be finished within one day.
💡While waiting for the reconfirmation, if any change, you can cancel your 
order by clicking “Cancel Preconfirm” in the order details page.

Step 2 – Waiting for Final Order Confirmation



💡When the supplier confirms your order, the state will be automatically changed 
to “Confirmed” and the order will appear in the page “Confirmed”.

Step 3 - Order Final Confirmation



💡Under the state of “Quotation” or 
“Reconfirmed”, if you need to update or refine 
the schedule, you can change it by clicking the 
edit button corresponding to the order in the 
order list page.
⚠You need to update the final itinerary at 
least 5 working days before the order begins.

💡If your order is under “pre-confirmed” state, the quotation 
you received before changing the itinerary will become invalid 
because of your update, and the corresponding supplier will 
re-quote your new itinerary as soon as possible.。

💡If your order is under “confirmed” state, the itinerary you 
changed will be sent to the corresponding supplier at once. 
The supplier will confirm or reject it. The supplier may also 
submit some changes of service price within the system.

Order Update



💡Under the “Reconfirmed” state, you can fill in the 
cause of a complaint and submit it.

Order Complaint



💡For confirmed orders, you need to upload relevant tour guide 
information as soon as possible.
💡You can upload the guide/leader/assistant information through the 
“Service Info” module in the order details page of the corresponding 
order.
💡You need to fill in the name and phone number of the relevant person  
in the corresponding position, and click update to renew the order.

Related Service Information Upload



💡For orders in the reconfirmed state, you can view the relevant fees 
in “Billing”, or you can change the amount of the service.

💡The type of changes include extra request & reduction:
Extra request - used to record sudden cost in the itinerary
Reduction - used to record the compensation for various 
reasons by suppliers.

⚠ You need to fill in the after-tax amount, tax rate, and 
type. If possible, you need to provide the corresponding 
documents.

⚠Your request or the supplier’s request for change of service amount will be 
shown in the total amount once it is accept by the other.

💡You can also finally confirm or reject the change of service 
amount applied by suppliers

Finance Module - Change of Order Service Amount



Invoice and Payment

💡You can always download your invoice in the 
Payment & Invoice TAB in the order details page

You can also check your payment for the order.
💡The total amount of the order will be divided into 
several payments according to the payment terms 
negotiated between us. 
💡On the billing page, you can see the amount, status, 
time to pay, etc. for each payment.



Payment Method

A - Online payment (CB & RIB)
You can select online payment and click the payment 
button to complete the payment in the popup window.

B - Bank transfer
You need to select the bank transfer type in the payment, and click 
“payment proof” to upload the receipt, fill in the transfer time and 
remarks. 
⚠ Please note that you need to fill in your Tuding order number 
in the transfer notes, so that we can quickly confirm your payment.



Thanks for your attention！


